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Dear colleagues! 

We invite scientists, graduate students, doctoral students, employees of economic divisions of 
companies, state executive and local self-government bodies, members of public organizations and 
all those interested in the topic of the event to participate in the Conference. 

The purpose of the Conference is to develop the historical-empirical and economic-theoretical 
basis of the national strategy and the road map of the postwar reconstruction of Ukraine’s economy; 
defining the expediency and mechanisms of the implementation of positive international experience 
in the practice of postwar reconstruction of Ukraine. 

 
Topical discussion panels: 
1. Economic and theoretical basis of national reconstruction strategies. 
2. Successful foreign practices of postwar reconstruction and economic modernization: 

possibilities of implementation in Ukraine. 
3. Regional economic reconstruction policy and strategic priorities of social development. 
4. Open science as a factor in the postwar recovery and development of Ukraine as a strong 

European country. 
5. The role of civil society in implementing the tasks of institutional modernization. 
 
The expected result is the formulation of historical and economic generalizations and practical 

recommendations for government structures regarding the strategy, priority directions and 
mechanisms of the postwar reconstruction of Ukraine’s economy. 

 
Forms of the presentation of results and publication of conference proceedings: 
- collective monograph (electronic edition), 
- a collection of abstracts (electronic edition), 
- press releases on the websites of the co-organizers of the conference and the National 

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 
- scientific and analytical materials for higher government authorities, 
- a review in the “Scientific Life” section of the “Economy of Ukraine” journal. 
 
Conference languages: Ukrainian, Polish, English. 

 

  



ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

Victoria Nebrat, Doctor of Economics, Chairwoman, e-mail: victoria_nebrat@ukr.net, State 
Organization “Institute for Economics and Forecasting of the NAS of Ukraine”; 
Oleksandra Kurbet, PhD in Economics, Executive Secretary, e-mail: 
olexandra.kurbet@gmail.com, State Organization “Institute for Economics and Forecasting of 
the NAS of Ukraine”; 

Natalia Suprun, Doctor of Economics, Prof., State Organization “Institute for Economics and 
Forecasting of the NAS of Ukraine”; Svitlana Shults, Doctor of Economics, Prof., State Institution 
“Institute of Regional Research named after M.I. Dolishniy of the NAS of Ukraine”; Anatoliy Mokii, 
Academician of the Academy of Sciences of the Higher School of Ukraine, Doctor of Economics, 
Professor, State Institution “Institute of Regional Research named after M.I. Dolishniy of the NAS 
of Ukraine”; Beata Groblewska-Bogush, Dean of the management department, Dr, University of 
Humanities and Economics in Lodz (Poland); Anna Bielak, Dean of the management department, 
master, High School of Enterprise and Administration in Lublin (Poland); Iryna Drach, Director 
of the Institute of Higher Education of the National Academy of Educational Sciences of Ukraine, 
Doctor Habilitated of Education Sciences,  Professor; Olga Petroye, Doctor of Science, Prof., 
Institute of Higher Education of the National Academy of Educational Sciences of Ukraine; Maria 
Flejchuk, Academician of the Academy of Sciences of the Higher School of Ukraine, Doctor of 
Economics, Professor, Stepan Gzhytskyi National University of Veterinary Medicine and 
Biotechnologies of Lviv, All-Ukraine Public Organization “Ukrainian Association of International 
Economists”. 

APPLICATION AND ABSTRACT 

To participate in the Conference, it is necessary to fill out the participant’s electronic application 
at https://forms.gle/qpZACprepWwwqfhS8 in which you need to attach an abstract of 200-250 words 
before April 1, 2023. 

CHAPTER IN THE COLLECTIVE MONOGRAPH 

Based on the results of the Conference, it is planned to publish an international collective 
monograph (electronic edition), which will be recommended for publication by the Academic 
Council of the “Institute for Economics and Forecasting of the National Academy of Sciences of 
Ukraine”. The monograph will be assigned an ISBN number. 

To publish materials in the collective monograph, authors must send to the e-mail address of 
the organizing committee economistori@ukr.net by April 25, 2023, sections of the monograph that 
correspond to the theme of the conference, from 12 to 30 pages in A4 format (Font – Times New 
Roman, size – 14, line spacing – 1.5). 

Mandatory elements of the manuscript are: first name, second name, scientific degree, 
scientific title, position and place of work, title of the section, an abstract of 200-250 characters, the 
main text, conclusions, a list of sources, designed in accordance with the international bibliographic 
standard APA (http://library.albany.edu/cfox#top http://nbuv.gov.ua/node/929). The author’s first 
name and second name, the title and abstract of the manuscript should be submitted in the language 
of the section and in English. 

Publication languages – Ukrainian, Polish, English. 
The monograph will be published subject to the availability of a sufficient number of high-

quality manuscripts that have successfully passed the independent peer review. 
The organizers reserve the right to reject manuscripts that do not meet the topic, requirements 

or the level of publication. 
Participation in the conference and publication are free. 
 
Contact Information: 
Executive Secretary – Oleksandra Kurbet, 
Chairwoman – Victoria Nebrat,  
e-mail: economistori@ukr.net 

 
We invite you to participate and cooperate! 


